PRESIDENT JOE BIDEN & DOE SECRETARY JENNIFER GRANHOLM: NUCLEAR POWER IS A DEAD END CLIMATE ENERGY STRATEGY

Fermi-2 Nuclear Plant Near Monroe, MI

President Biden and Secretary Granholm, four former high ranking nuclear officials from the U.S. (former NRC Chair Gregory Jaczko), Germany, France, and the U.K. recently stated “Nuclear is just not part of any feasible strategy that could counter climate change.”

PLEASE FOCUS FEDERAL ENERGY FUNDING ON RELIABLE RENEWABLE ENERGY TECHNOLOGIES RATHER THAN “BAD BAILOUT BLUNDERS” FOR OBSOLETE NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS!!!

Readers who agree should call the White House at (202) 456-1111 and the Department Of Energy at (202) 586-7550.

Please go to www.athf3.org and www.beyondnuclear.org to support our work.

A renewable electricity grid based on solar, wind, battery storage and energy efficiency is a faster, cheaper, and safer solution to our climate energy emergency:

FASTER: Solar and wind projects can be completed in months or a few years. NUCLEAR PLANTS TAKE 15 YEARS OR MORE TO BUILD.

CHEAPER: Renewables are 3-5 times less expensive than nuclear plants. EVERY U.S. NUCLEAR PLANT HAS SUFFERED A MASSIVE CONSTRUCTION COST OVERRUN.

SAFER: RENEWABLES AVOID NUMEROUS NUCLEAR RISKS (Routine radiation releases, catastrophic meltdown accidents, high-level radioactive waste storage, and targets for terrorist and military attacks, e.g. Ukraine).
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